




EDITORS CORNER 3

This newsletter contains two articles which I wish to comment upon.
Professor Liescheski has written a basic program in Quest Basic V3.0
demonstrating a numerical solution to a quantum mechanics equation. While
the program is of 1ittl e di rect use by itsel f, it does demonstrate the
power of Quest Basic Ver.3.0 and support the thesis that the 1802 is in
deed a real micro (but without much software support.) For a look at
things to come - read the article reviewing the features of the 1805/6.
The club will continue to monitor the availability of the two micros, and
field test them when they are available. Current list price is in excess
of $75.00 US/unit.

A new software source has been brought to our attention: Technical Micro
System Inc., P. O. Box 7227, Ann Arbour, Michigan, USA, 48107. The company
sells both hardware and software for the 1802. Software includes a program
called 8TH a der lvation of FORTH, including a monitro, assembler, editor
and computer in a 4KROM.

BEST ARTICLE WINNERS

#20 H. Shanko - A "Floppy Disk Controller"
#21 D. Schroyer - "Full Basic for the 1802"
#22 W. Bovdish etal - "A Floating Point Math Package"
#23 H. Shanko" - "1802 Logic Analizer"
#24 S. Nies - liThe Text Editor"

BEST ARTICLE FOR 1980/81: S. Nies - "The Text Editor"

BEST ARTICLE ISSUE 25: L. A. Hart - "Kingdom"

CONGRATUlATIONS!!!

CLUB REPORTS

Delivery of the D.ynamic MeInory production board is expected during the
third week of December. As club policy, we will not mail Defacto, Boards
or Newsletters during the Christmas mail rush. All mailing will be held
until the new year. Sorry for the inconvenience, but our mail ing losses,
normally about 5-8% become intolerable in December. We just cannot afford
it!

FORTH

Just one more bug!· So goes the programmers lament. Well - soon anyway.
Forth is a complicated program and time for error correction is scarce. We
will keep you posted.

MEMBERSHIP SURVEY - 1981

One hundred and three people returned the survey questionnaire - Thank
you! to the rest - a raspberry - you deserve what you get!
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Members 1979/80 1980/81

Canada 47% 32%
America 4% 58%
Overseas 6% 10%

MICRO 78/79 80/81 MEMORY 78/79 80/81---
Netronics 50% 61% Average 4-111< 16-~ ..K
Quest 9% 9% Range ~-22K \1K-64K
TEC 32% 8%
VIP 5% 6%
Homebrew 4% 16%

VOTES

60%
51%
66%

- support
- support

assignment - support

- Club developed new board
- Adaption of S. Nies Monitor
- adaption club standard memory
MEMBERS CORNER
HELP
------ by Paul R. Smith. Heidvangur 5, 220 Hafnarfjordur, Iceland

My problem is a little difficult to solve, but I would be more than
grateful if ACE could help me. My system consists of an ELF II with 8K
Static RAM, NETRONICS keyboard/YOU and I am running Tiny Basic only.
Therein lies my problem. I would like to enlarge my present system with
more memory, Full Basic and what have you••• using the ACE system. But I
need help in buying and mailing all the circuit boards to me over here
since very few things can be found locally to finish the job. Could ACE
help me find someone willing to help me ••• I would try and return the favor
in any way reasonable. Of course I would send the amount needed plus all
cost in advance. To me this would mean a lot since it might be my only way
of continuing a pleasurable hobby.

In the hope you can help, I thank you again.

HELP:

I need the help of ACE and its members. I have a parallel printer (EPSON
MX-80) interfaced to my Elf II via port 7 and EF3. Driving the printer
from Quest Super Basic V5.0 is rather simple, using the POUT command.
However, driving the printer with other programs (most notably the
Netronics Text Editor,assembler, PILOT, etc.) is considerably more
difficult. I would appreciate it if, anyone who has successfully written a
patch to dri ve a pri nter from any of these programs woul d contact me so
that I may get the full benefit out of the printer. Additionally, if
anyone has any programs that they would like to have hard copy for, I would
gladly print them if they are sent to me on cassette (1 111 return the
tape) •

Michael J. Olah, 324 Grant Avenue, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, 44221, USA 
Micronet '70060,110
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HELP/CONTACT
- by Scott Macias, Palo Alto #72, Mexico 10 D.F., Mexico

I would like to ask ACE members for HELP. The problem is finding Some of
the el~ctr?nic p~rts for the ACE boards I have purchased. These parts do
~ot ~x1~t 1n Mex1co yet and I don't want to wait until they do. If someone
1S w1111ng to purchase parts for me and mail them to me, please write.

I would like to contact people with 1802s in Mexico City, or to correspond
with other ACE members in Mexico.

COMMENTS:SELF-RELATIVE CODE

-by To Pittman, "ITTY Billy Computers" P.O. Box 23189, San Jose
California, 95153

I like the idea of self-relative code for the 1802. I had thought of it
myself, but shied away from the costs of saving and restoring the carry.
However, when my new operating system comes up, I will definitely need this
functionality, as the system can load programs dynamically and they must
execute anywhere.

I cannot use the proposed solution, however, since the operating system
itself uses calls and returns in the SCRT format. I propose a small
modification, that gets the best of both worlds. If the destination
address is outside the range of the user program, use it absolute. This
requires inserting one instruction after the STR 2 (reference location 25)
and two more after the GHI 4 (reference location 28):

25 52 STR 2 WRITE INTO X
FDxx SOl LASTPAGE Carry #0 if outside

26 03 LON 3
27 A3 PLO 3
28 94 GHI 4 ADD CALL REGISTER

CF LSOF Carry #1 for relative,
F800 LDI otherwise absolute.

ADD OFFSET TO GET FINAL
etc.

Since I intend to include the SCRT routines in my monitor, I am leaning
toward a true self-relative call (and jump), that is, the address of the
call instruction is added to the address following it. Of course the RCA
assembler cannot cope with expressions like "LABEL-*" but I think I need to
write my own assembler to run with the new system anyway.

Speaking of operating systems. I plan to call mine MINIX (for "MINimum
eXecut i ve"; any simil arity with a certai n Bell Labs product is due to
independent invention). I hope to write it up when I get it running. Has
multi-tasking, shells, pipes, etc. I got tired of waiting for a listing to
finish before I could edit the next file. I expect about 4K ROM/resident,
the rest buffers and user space. Up to 200 or so tasks (1 imited by task
size). An early version ran fine with Tiny Basic programs talking to each
other (the interpreter, with trivial changes, is re-entrant).
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The EXPANDED 1805 and 1806 Instruction Set

INTRODUCTION

The 1805 and 1806 microcomputers include a number of new instructions not •
found in the present 1802 instruction set, which are designed to increase
the versat i 1i ty of the machi ne and reduce the amount of code needed to
write software programs. The 22 new instructions all use a linked "6811

opcode, the only free opcode in the present 1802 set. Thus all new
instructions require a format which includes the following: 68 (linked
opcode) XX (Instruction opcode) YY, ZZ (one or two immediate bytes if
required by the instruction). All new instructions also require a minimum
of 3 machine cycles (2 SO cycles and 1 or more SI cycles).

The 22 new instructions can be divided into the following 4 groups or
classifications:

1. Register Instructions - RlDI, RlXA, RSXD, RNX

2. Counter Control Instructions - lOC, GEC, STPC, DTC, STM, SCMl, SCM2,
SPMl, SPM2, ETQ

3. Interrupt Control Instructions - XIE, XID, CIE, CID, BCI, BXI

4. Subroutine Instructions - SCAl, SRET

Each ~roup is treated separately in the following discussion.

Interrupt Control Instruct ions

MNEMONIC Instruction Opcode Mach. Cyc.
========= ============================= ===============-~= ========
XIE External interrupt enable 680A 3
XID External interrupt disable 680B 3
CIE Counter interrupt enable 680C 3
CID Counter interrupt disable 680D 3
BCI Short branch on counter

interrupt 683E 3
BXI Short branch on external

interrupt 683F 3

These instructions provide a means for identifying and controlling
interrupts generated externally, as with the 1802, or from the counter
circuitry added in the 1805/6.

Subroutine Instructions

MNEMONIC Inst ruct ion Opcode Mach. Cyc.
========: ======================: =======================-~: =============
SCAl Standard call 688N (2 il1ll1ed.bytes) 10
SRET Standard return 689N 8

These two instructions implement the function of the standard call and
return technique described in MPM-201B, but without the need to tie up the
D register and several scratchpad registers. These instructions are
s imil ar in natu re to t hose found in other processors, except that a
technique is provided to pass parameters from the main program to the
subroutine without additional instructions. Note that both instructions
destroy the previous contents of the T register.
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Register Instructions

MNEMONIC Instruction Opcode Mach. Cyc.
==========: ========================== ====================== ============
RLOI Register Load Immediate 68CN (2 imm.bytes) 5
RLXA Register Load via Xand

Advance 686N 5
RSXO Regi ster Store via X &

Oecrement 68AN 5
RSXO Register Nto Register X

copy 68BN 4

These additional register instructions add register
register to memory transfer capability to the 1805/6 and
machine cycles when compared to equivalent 1802 code.
instructions destroy the previous contents of the T
internal data manipulation.

Counter Control Instructions

to register and
reduce coding and
Note that all 4
register due to

MNEMONIC Instruction Opcode Mach. Cyc.
========== =========================== ===================== ============
LOC Load counter 6806 3
GEC Get counter 6808 3
STPC Stop counter 6800 3
OTC Oecrement counter 6801 3
STM Set timer mode and start 6807 3
SCMl Set counter mode 1 and 6805 3

start
SCM2 Set counter mode 2 and 6803 3

start
SPMl Set pulse width mode 1, 6804 3

start
SPM2 Set pulse width mode 2, 6802 3

start
ETQ Enable toggle Q 6809 3

The 10 1805/6 countrol instructions allow the 8-bit presettable down
counter on the chip to be used in a variety of modes, with several sources
of clock inputs, and various ways of using information processed by the
counter circuit.



USEFUL ROUTINES

-by M. Franklin
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In developing programs of some size, I found the following two routines to
be of value. The first copies a block of data from one location to
another. Commanlly labelled a BLOCK MOVE, in fact, it just copies the
memory contend, this leaving the original in place and creating a second
copy at a specified location.

The second routine packs a given program by skipping a specified byte, such
as C4, FF or 00, and copying the remaining valid code to a hew location.
It is used to remove deleted or unwanted code from an editied machine
language program, such as when rewriting someone elses monitor.

COpy MEMORY ROUTINE

- copy M(RA) to M(RA) for RC count

0000 F8 absolute RB = old address
AB
F8 absolute new RA = new address
AA
F8 absolute count RC = count +1
AC
F8 page old
BB
F8 page count
BC
F8 page new
BA

0012 2C Dec count
8C
3A 19 test if 0000
9C if so, exit
3Z IE

0019 4B el se load M(RB)
SA into M(RA)
lA inc. RA
30 12 loop

DOlE 7B Done, Q on
CO
FO exit to monitor

0021 00

PACK MEMORY

0000 F8 RB = old address
AB RA = new address
F8 RC = count +1
AA
F8
AC
F8
BB
F8
BC
F8
BA

0012 2C Dec count
8C
3A 19 test if 0000
9C if so, exit
32 24 also, load M(R3)

0019 4B
A9 temp. store R9, 0
FB C4 test if specifi ed byte
32 12 if so, skip byte
89 if not, get byte
SA store M(RA)
lA inc. RA
30 12 loop

0024 7B Done, Q on
CO exit to monitor
FO
00
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PROPOSED REGISTER CONVENTION
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by M. Frankl in

Over the past 3 months, I have had the need to re-write several lengthly
programs obtained from other club members. The re-writes were made
necessary largely because of conflicts between our respective systems
assignments in two area - I/O and Register Usage.

Employing a vector jump table within each program (to which all external
calls are referred) will largely cure the former problem, but register
confl ict can only be stopped by mutually agreed upon conventions. The
following list of register assignments and usage is such a convention:

Register usage defined by micro:

RO. - DMA pointer, (LOAD pointer)

RI. - Interupt pointer

Register usage defined by custom:

R2. - stack

R3. - program counter

R4. - Standard call and return technique call

R5. - Standard call and return technique - return

R6. - Standard call and return technique - temp. storage

R7. - Work page pointer (Q Basic, DOS.)

Register usage defined for I/O:

RC. - serial baud routine call

RD. I/O byte storage - HEX data in UT4, Netronics I/O

RE. - Serial baud routine counter

RF. - I/O byte transfer

Users with parallel I/O obviously do not need Registers C and E, and may
not need 0, and many programs do not need a work page pointer. However,
these registers should not be used if the program require input from
another program - such as I/O or routines from a monitor.

While the four unassigned registers offer sufficient capacity for many
applications, occasionally, more are required. One useful technique to
create some register space, for calculation purposes or temporary storage,
is to store the existing contents of the registers upon entry of the sub
routine, and restore the original· contents upon exiting the subroutine.
The ori gina1 va1ues wi 11 be avai1ab1e to the subrout i ne, but consequent
changes to their value within the subroutine will be lost when the original
values are restored. If the new content of any of the registers must be
preserved, it should be stored temporarily in another register, such as RD
or RF, which is not preset to a routine address.
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The fo11 owi ng code accomp1 i shes the regi ster save and regi ster restore
function:

REGISTER SAVE REGISTER RESTORE •
Entry 98

73
88
73
99
73
89
73
9A
73
8A
73
9B
73
8B
73
05

Entry 60
72
AB
72
BB
72
AA
72
BA
72
A9
72
B9
72
A8
FO
B8
05

STACK HANDLING TECHNIQUE

- by J. McDaniel, Field Technical Specialist, Microprocessor Projects
RCA/Solid State Division/4546 E1 Camino Real/Los Altos CA 94022

I read with interest the atic1e by G. Pick in issue #18 of IPSO FACTO. I
felt that the title, IIA Hardware Bug in the 180211 was a strong choice of
words for what is actually a matter of software technique.

Admittedly, had the processor been designed differently, the situation Mr.
Pick describes could have been handled differently, however, there is no
hardware malfunction involved in his case.

Because the stack handling instruction repetoire of the 1802 is not
balanced (Le., every instruction does not have an exact opposite) stack
handling does take some additional thought, but before even writing an 1802
program I did not find it difficult to find several program structure
conventions that would maintain stack integrity.

Before shari ng a few thoughts, I want to poi nt out that the interrupt
itself does not automatically decrement the stack pointer or save T as
someone unfamiliar with the 1802 might infer from Mr. Pick's statements.
These functions are done by the INTERRUPT ROUTINE which the prograrrmer
writes.

•

The 1802, in contrast to many other CPU's, allows many stack pointers. It
then makes sense to me to separate vital CPU status information (i.e.,
return addresses, X, P, etc.) from data tables, I/O beffers and/or "data"
stacks. Swithcing stacks is easily done with the SEX instruction or •
automatically by MARK or an interrupt. Separate stacks can save
programming problems in the data, or I/O routines from crashing the program
flow or vica versa as happened to Mr. Pick, and thus aid in debugging.
This is a very versatile feature of the 1802.
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If separate stacks are not mai ntai ned then you must decide if data placed
on the stack is temporary or permanent. As in Mr. Pick's case, if output
data is stored permanently on lithe stack", the interrupt handling routine
must begin with two stack decrement operations. Many people however prefer
to place data on the main stack only temporarily (and thus don't care if it
is destroyed later) or use an OUT immediate technique.

I am including some of my notes on interrupt handling and the OUT immediate
technique for your reader. Comments are appreciated.

OUT IMMEDIATE

7 HOB

8 NEXT INST

0005 SEX 3

X=3
P=3 R3

I
I

0 0 I 0 6

I
I
I

6 OUT 5

•

X=3 R3
P=3

AFTER FETCH OF #0006, R3 = #0007
OUT 5 CAUSES M(R(X)) - BUS: R(X)+l - R(X)
NOW WHERE IS R(P) POINTING?

I
I

o 0 I o 8

I

I
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NON-NESTED INTERRUPT HANDLING

1. Hardware interrupt occurs automatically causing the following to take
place at the end of the current instruction's execution (SI):

1.1 X,P"'T
1.2 l+P
1.3 2-'X
1.4 O....IE
1.5 SCO=SC1-"1 11

X and P saved in temporary regi ster T
R{l) becomes program counter
R(2) becomes stack pointer
further interrupt response disabled.
While the above is accomplished in an S3 cycle (SCI
is a DMA or Interrupt acknowledgement).

2.1 DEC R2

2.2 SAVE
2.3 DEC R2

2.4 MAIN BODY OF
ROUT! NE

2.5 INC R2
2.6 RET

2. Suggested structure of interrupt routine:

Prepare for the increment that occurs after the RET
or DIS instruction
Save X,P out of T
Prepare the stack for further use by 1eavi ng it
pointing to free location.
Including saving and restoring all necessary CPU
data
Get ready to read the stack
Interrupts enabled during execution. Be sure reset
R(1) properly for reentry of interrupt routine.

STACK:

BEFORE
2.1

AFTER
2.3

AFTER
2.5

AFTER
2.6

MISC DATA A
FREE

X

X

X

X

X

R(2)
MISC DATA A

X

X1m pI

X

X

X

X

R(2)

MISC DATA A
X

Xl pI,

FREE

X

X

X

R(2)

MISC DATA A
FREE

X

X

X

X

X

R(2)

LOW
ADDRESS

X = Don I t care

NOTES: 1. If the first free space is not maintained, then R(2) will be
pointing to MISC DATA A upon return from the interrupt
routine and destroy the stack convention.

2. If R(2) is also used as a data stack, it is possible that the
stack will be pointing to useable data upon entry of the
interrupt routine, (*because there is no increment and load
instruction), this the DEC R2 at 2.1 will maintain the stack
convention in this case also.
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TINY PILOT PROGRAMS
- by Tom Jones, 409 Springdale Ave., Enterprise, Alabama 36330

This is a simple exercise in pilot (tiny pilot) which trys with limited
success to simulate a one-arm bandit. It looks good for a while, but soon
points out the limits of a pseudo-random number generator. You'll see.

**** JACKPOT ****
26-SEP-81

•

PART 1

PILOTl.2
EDIT
C:P=10
K: 12
T:WELCOME TO RENO, SUCKER.
T:HAVE YOU PLAYED BEFORE?
A:
M:Y,YES,SURE,OK
UN: 100

%50 T:PLAY?
A:
M:QUIT,N,NO
JY:88
C:P=P-2
Z:6
C:A=Z
U:Z
Z:6
C:B=Z
U:Z
Z:6
C:C=Z
U:Z
X:A=B

IN:20
X:B=C
IN:20
X:A=l
JY:40
X:A=5
JY:30
U:120
J:50
%20 U: 120
X:P< 1
IN:50
%99 TY:SORRY, YOU'RE BROKE.
T:BYE, BYE.
E:
%30 C:P=P+20
K: 12

C:S=O
%35 K:36
C:S=S+l
X:S> 50
IN:35
T:!! !!!JACKPOT!! !!!!!
U:120
J:50
%40 C:P=P+3
U: 120
J:50
%120 T:YOU HAVE "DOLLARS.
R:
%0 T:CHERRY
C:P=P+2
R:
%1 T:WATERMELLON
R:
%2 T:BELL
R:
%3 T:LEMON
R:
%4 T:STAR
R:
%5 T:PEANUT
T:
%6 T:ORANGE
R:
%100 K:12
T:1. AFTER PLAY IS OUTPUT, PRESS ANY KEY TO SPIN.
T:2. YOU WILL HAVE TEN DOLLARS TO START.
T:3. EACH PLAY COSTS YOU TWO DOLLARS.
T:4. ANY CHERRY IS WORTH TWO DOLLARS
T:5. THREE PEANUTS IS THE JACKPUT IN THIS MACHINE.(BECAUSE
T:ENTERPRISE ALABAMA IS THE PEANUT CAPITAL OF THE SOUTH.)
T:6. THREE CHERRYS IS FOUR BUCKS. INFLATION IS RAMPANT.
T:7. UNDERSTAND?
A:
M:Y,YES,OK,GO,PLAY
IN: 100
U: 120
J: 50
E:
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KALEIPOSCOPE
- by v. G. Cayer, Box 2034, Hilton, Alta

The following is a three page program that could be called
kaleidoscope, crazy blanket or whatever. The first page is the actual
program. Page two is the screen display page. Page three is a layout
of the display and could be rearranged a 1001 ways.

MA 00 was originally A5 (PLO R5) but I changed it so that when I reset
my machine R5 holds its data , but is incremented from the beginning
again.

PAGE 1

0000 90 GHI RO ; START EXECUTIQN HERE
0001 81 PHI R1 ;
0002 B2 PHI R2 ·,
0003 B3 PHI R3 ·,
0004 BF PHI RF ;
0005 BE PHI RE ;
0006 BO PHI RD ;
0007 B9 PHI R9 ·,
0008 85 PHI R5 ;
0009 87 PHI R7 ;
OOOA 88 PHI R8
0008 8C PHI RC
OOOC A8 PLO R8 ;
0000 E2 SEX R2 ;
OOOE F8 FF LDI IFF ; STACK
0010 A2 PLO R2 ·,
0011 F8 3F LOI START MAIN
0013 A3 PLO R3 ;
0014 F8 23 LOI INTER ; INT
0016 A1 PLO R1 ;
0017 F8 83 LOI LOAD ; LOAD AND DELAY SU8
0019 A9 PLO R9 ·,001A F8 53 . LOI '53 ; SEQUENCE ADDRESS
001C A7 PLO R7 ·,
0010 Fa FC LOI ,FC ; DATA DISPLAY
001F AC PLO RC ;
0020 D3 SEP R3 ;

.******************************************,
; INTERRUPT ROUTINE
.******************************************,

0021 72 IEXIT: LDXA
0022 70 RET ;
0023 22 INTER: DEC R2 ;
0024 78 SAV ;
0025 22 DEC R2 ;
0026 52 STR R2 ;
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0027 C4 NOP ·,e 0028 C4 NOP ;
0029 C4 NOP ·,002A F8 01 LDI '01 ;
002C BO PHI RO ·,0020 F8 00 LDI lOa ;
002F AO PLO RO ·,0030 80 ILOOP: GLO RO · INT SUB,
0031 E2 SEX R2 ;
0032 E2 SEX R2 ;
0033 20 DEC RO ·,0034 AD PLO RO ;
0035 E2 SEX R2 ·,0036 20 DEC RO ·,0037 AO PLO RO ·,0038 E2 SEX R2 ·,
0039 20 DEC RO ·,003A AO PLO RO ;
003B 3C 30 BN1 It-OOP ·,003D 30 21 BR IEXIT ·,

;**********************************~*******. PROGRAM START,
;******************************************

003F E2 START: SEX R2 · TV ON,
0040 61 OUT 1 ·,0041 18 AGAIN: INC R8 ; INC R8 61 STORE IT
0042 88 GLO R8 ·,0043 57 STR R7 · IN R7.0 & C,
0044 5C STR RC ;
0045 F8 01 LOl 101 · DISPLAY PAGE,
0047 B4 PHI R4 ;
0048 F8 02 LDI 102 ;
004A B6 PHI R6 ;
004B F8 FF LDI IFF ; LAYOUT PAGE
0040 A6 PLO R6
004E EC LAYOUT: SEX RC · X EQUAL C,
004F 64 OUT 4 ; SHOW WHAT lS ADDED
0050 2C DEC RC ; TO R5
0051 85 GLO R5 ;
0052 FC 00 ADI '00 · LOAOED I'ltMA 43,
0054 AS PLO R5 ;
0055 E6 SEX R6 ;
0056 09 SEP R9 ; GO TO LOAD SUB
0057 09 SEP R9 ·,0058 F8 FF LOI 'FF BYTE TO BE MIRRORED
0051\ AF PLO RF ·,005B F8 08 LOI '08 · SHIFT 8 BITS,
0050 AE PLO RE ·,005E 32 73 LOOP: BZ PUT ;
0060 85 GI,.O R5 ; GET R5 AND SHL
0061 FE SHL ·,0062 AS PLO R5 ·,• 0063 33 6C BDF CONT ;
0065 8F GLO RF · START REMo~eLLING,
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0066 F6 SHR ;
0067 AF PLO RF ;
0068 2E DEC RE ;
0069 8E GLO RE •006A )0 5E BR LOOP ;
OOGC 8F CONT: GLO RF . CONTINUE REMODEL,
006D 76 SHRC
006E AF PLO RF ;
006F 2E DEC RE ;
0070 8E GLO RE ;
0071 30 5E BR LOOP ;
0073 8F PUT: GLO RF ; PUT MIRRORED BYTE
0074 A5 PLO R5 IN R5
0075 D9 SEP R9
0076 D9 SEP R9 ;
0077 86 GLO R6 ; RESETIF R6 = 0
0078 32 7C BZ SKIP
007A 30 4E BR LAYOUT ; OTHERWISE CONTINUE
007C FO SKIP: LOX ;
0070 A4 PLO R4 ;
007E 85 GLO R5 ;
007F 54 STR R4 ;
0080 30 41 BR AGAIN ;

.******************************************,
; LOAD SUBROUTINE
;******************************************

0082 03 RETURN: SEP R3
0083 86 LOAD: GLO R6
0084 32 82 BZ RETURN ;
0086 FO LOX ; GET LJWOUT
0087 26 DEC R6 ;
0088 A4 PLO R4 ; PUT IN R4
0089 85 GLO R5 ; LOAD BYTE
008A 54 STR R4 .,
008B F8 FF LOI IFF ;
0080 AD PLO RD ;
008E 20 DELAY: DEC RO ; DELAY
008F 8D GLO RO ;
0090 3A 8E BNZ DELAY ;
0092 30 82 BR RETURN ;
PAGE THREE - SCREEN LAYOUT DATA

0200 00 F8 FF 07 08 FO F7 OF 0280 02 FA FD 05 OA F2 F5 00
08 10 E8 EF 17 18 EO E7 IF 88 12 EA ED 15 lA E2 E5 10
10 20 D8 OF 27 28 DO D7 2F 90 22 DA DD 25 2A D2 D5 20
18 30 C8 CF 37 38 CO C7 3F 98 32 CA CD 35 3A C2 C5 3D
20 40 B8 BF 47 48 BO B7 4F AO 42 BA BO 45 4A B2 B5 4D
28 50 A8 AF 57 58 AO A7 5F A8 52 AA AD 55 5A A2 A5 5D
30 60 98 9F 67 68 90 97 6F BO 62 9A 90 65 6A 92 95 60
38 70 88 8F 77 78 80 87 7F B8 72 9A 85 7D 7A 82 85 70

0240 01 F9 FE 06 09 Fl F6 OF 02CO 03 FB FC 04 OB F3 F4 OC
4" 11 ~~ ~F l~ 19 El E~ u; CA 13 ~B EC 14 IB E3 E4 le
50 21 09 DE 26 29 01 06 2E DO 23 DB DC 24 2B D3 04 2C
58 31 C9 CE 36 39 Cl C6 3E 08 33 CB CC 34 3B C3 C4 3C •60 41 B9 BE 46 49 Bl B6 4E EO 43 BB BC 44 4B B3 B4 4C
68 51 A9 AE 56 59 Al A6 5E E8 53 AB AC 54 5B A3 A4 5C
70 61 99 9E 66 69 91 96 6E FO 63 9B 9C 64 6B 93 94 fiC
78 71 89 8E 76 7981 86 7E F8 73 88 8C 74 78 83 84 7C
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1861 INVERTING ROUTINES
- by David Ruske, R2 Box 250, Waupun, Wi 53963

The following programs are intended for short memory
systems with 1861 graphics capability whose owners are
tired with displaying static bit patterns on their TV
screens. Both are based on the basic 1861 drive program
of the Netronics ELF II Assembly Manual or Popular Elec
tronics (July 1977, p. 42). Since I am assuming most
members have this program listing somewhere, I have in
cluded only a hex dump with the one required change: the
stack pointer (in MA XX09) must be changed to 46. This
program is in table 1.

Table 2 contains a main program which, when used
with the display drive routine, takes the display area
and inverts it, delays, inverts, etc. Table 3 is actually
the same program arranged differently for a different ef
fect. Instead of "instantly" inverting the display, it
inverts it line by line, from left to right. The only
real difference in the programs is the placement of the
delay routine.

The programs conform to A.C.E. standards.

Table 1

MA BYTE SEQUENCE
XXOO • 90 Bl B2 B3 B4 F8 2D A3

08 • F8 46 A2 F8 11 Ai D3 72
10 • 70 22 78 22 52 C4 C4 C4
18 • F8 00 BO F8 00 AO 80 E2
20 · E2 20 AO E2 20 AO E2 20
28 • AO 3C lE 30 OF

Table 2 -,l : ,T.able 3

XX2D E2 69 Turn on TV XX2D E2 69 Turn on TV
2F F8 20 Delay 2F F8 4F Start
31 BF 2F ·.. 31 A4 ·..
33 9F ·.. 32 14 Increment
34 3A 32 • • • 33 F8 04 Delay
36 F8 48 Start 35 BF 2F • ••
38 A4 ·.. 37 9F ·..
39 84 Get byte 38 3A 36 ·..
3A 32 2F Test for end 3A 84 Get byte
3C 04 Invert 3B 32 2F Test for end
3D FB FF • •• 3D 04 Invert
3F 54 • • • 3E FB FF ·..
40 14 Increment 40 54 o ••

41 30 39 Branch back 41 30 32 Branch back
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IMPROVED MASTERMIND PROGRAM
- by R. E. siddall, 40 Cadillac Ave., Downsvi ew, Ont., M3H 1S2

(416) 636-7610

When Chris Airhart's Mastermind program appeared in IPSO FACTO #10 I was
very impressed. Having written a similar program for the old Texas
Instruments SR52 I knew the complexities of the scoring algorithm and I
didn't think it would be possible to do it in 256 bytes.

When I tried to make Airhart's program work on my ELF II, however, it
didn't work. The reason was easy to find: the upper byte of the address
registers were not initialized. This is fine if you only have 256 bytes,
but I have lk plus the ELF Monitor. Looking at the code, I found that
there was not enough room for the additional 7 bytes required to perform
this initialization without going over 256 bytes.

By replacing some redundant code with subroutines and loops, I was able to
reduce the total size of the program and also add what I feel is a very
important feature: displaying the entered guess as it is keyed in. My fix
involves replacing bytes 00 to 46, 84, 85, and Cl tq El. The rest of the
program is the same as the original except that bytes E2 to F6 are no
longer required. One additional register, RD, is used.

What follows is an Assembler listing of my changes only, followed by the
complete machine language code, for those who don't have the original
article.

ADDR OP CODE MNEMONIC COMMENT
------- -------- -------

00 90 GHI RO Find present page
01 B2 PHI R2
02 83 PHI R3
03 B4 PHI R4 Initialize
04 B5 PHI R5 Address
05 BA PHI RA Pointers
06 BC PHI RC
07 BD PHI RD
08 F82F LDI INPUT
OA AD PLO RD
OB F8F7 LDI RSEED
OD A2 PLO R2
OE F8FA LDI GUESS
10 A3 PLO R3
11 F8F9 LDI STORE
13 AS PLO R5
14 F8C2 LDI CHECK
16 AA PLO RA
17 F887 LDI RAND

•



ADDR OP CODE

19

MNEMONIC COMMENT

.BYTES 47 TO 83 AS IN ORIGINAL

.BYTES 86 TO CO AS IN ORIGINAL

19
lA
IB
lC
lD
IE
IF
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2E
2F
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3E
3F
40
42
44
46

84

. .
Cl

. C2
C3

AC
DC
B6
A6
DC
B7
A7
DC
B8
A8
DC
B9
A9
F8FB
A4
E3
DD
DD
3044
DO
3F2F
6C
64
23
FO
F6
F6
F6
F6
54
14
FO
FAOF
54
14
3740
302E
F800
55

301>9

DO
E4
F8FA

PLO RC
SEP RC
PHI R6
PLO R6
SEP RC
PHI R7
PLO R7
SEP RC
PHI R8
PLO R8
SEP RC
PHI R9
PLO R9

NEXT LDI GUESSI
PLO R4
SEX R3
SEP RD
SEP RD
BR SCORE

RETURN PLO RC
INPUT BN4 INPUT

INP4
OUT 4
DEC R3
LDX
SHR
SHR
SHR
SHR
STR R4
INC R4
LDX
ANI =XOF
STR R4
INC R4

WAIT B4 WAIT
BR RETURN

SCORE LDI -XOO
STR R5

BR RELOAD

RETN2 SEP RO
CHECK SEX R4

LDI GUESS

Call RAND to get first target digit

Get second target digit

Get third target digit

Get fourth target digit

Point R4 to Guess Storage

Ica l l INPUT twice to get
the four guess digits

Wait for input key pressed
Read two guess digits in input byte
Display them

Store

Shift upper digit to
lower half of D

Store first digit

Load input again

Store second digit

Wait for input key released

Initialize score to zero

. . .

. . .
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ADDR OP CODE MNEMONIC
------- --------

C5 A4 PLO R4
c6 60 LOOP lRX
C7 84 GLO R4
C8 FBFF XR.I -XFF
CA 32C1 BZ RETN2
CC 8B GLO RB
CD 32C1 BZ RETN2
CF F3 XOR
DO 3AC6 BNZ LOOP
D2 54 STR R4
D3 05 LDN R5
D4 FC01 ADI -X01
D6 55 STR R5
D7 3OC1 BR RETN2
D9 96 RELOAD GHI R6
DA A6 PLO R6
DB 97 GHI R7
DC A7 PLO R7
DD 98 GHI R8
DE A8 PLO R8
DF 99 GHI R9
EO A9 PLO R9
E1 3026 BR NEXT

MACHINE CODE

COMMENT

Get input

Return if finished
Get code digit
Return if zeroes
Compare with guess
Loop if not equal

Increment white peg score

Restore code digits
from high order byte

•

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ABC D E F
0_ 90 B2 B3 B4 B5 BA BC BD F8 2F AD F8 F7 A2 F8 FA
1 A3 F8 F9 AS F8 C2 AA F8 87 AC DC B6 A6 DC A7 B7
2 DC B8 A8 DC B9 A9 F8 FB A4 E3 DD DD 30 44 DO 3F
3_ 2F 6c 64 23 FO F6 F6 F6 F6 54 14 FO FA OF 54 14
4 37 40 30 2E F8 00 55 F8 FB A4 E4 86 F3 3A 54 A6
5 54 F8 10 55 60 87 F3 3A SF A7 54 05 FC 10 55 60
6 88 F3 3A 6A A8 54 05 FC 10 55 60 89 F3 3A 75 A9
7_ 54 05 FC 10 55 86 AB DA 87 AB DA 88 AB DA 89 AB
8 DA E5 64 25 30 17 DO E2 FO FE FE Al F4 52 81 FE
9 F4 FC 01 52 FO FF 2B 33 9D F8 OA 30 86 FF 2B 33
A AS F8 OB 30 86 FF 2B 33 AD F8 OC 30 86 FF 2B 33
B B5 F8 OD 30 86 FF 2B 33 B5 F8 OE 30 86 F8 OF 30
C 86 DO E4 F8 FA A4 60 84 FB FF 32 C1 8B 32 C1 F3
D 3A C6 54 05 FC 01 55 30 C1 96 A6 97 A7 98 A8 99
E A9 30 26 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
F -- -- -- -- -- -- -- xx xx xx xx xx xx xx xx

xx : Used as temp storage by program
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MORE DEVICE DRIVERS FOR ITHE MONITOR'
_ by Steve Nies, '134 Four Seasons Drive, Charlottesville, VA, 22901

Today there are several I/O devices being used wi thThe Monitor.
Among these are both serial and parallel ASCII keyboards for input along
with RS-232 and memory mapped terminals for output. The only problem is
that some users may not yet have these devices. The main purpose of this
article is to describe a type of I/O device that almost every user has -
a hex keyboard and an 1861 graphics display! These devices can now use
the full power of The Monitor with a few restrictions. These restrictions
will be discussed later on in the article.

The 1861 output device is based on Tom Pittman's DOTS program
found in Kilobaud. All I did was to modify a portion of the I/O drivers to
save and restore the registers used by DOTS. I also changed the input driver
in DOTS to call the hex keypad driver described in this article.

The hex keypad driver uses the hex keypad found on most 1802
systems. Since there are two possible ways to use a hex keypad with
The Monitor, I have decided to include both methods in this article and
let the user decide which method he prefers.

The main difference between the two hex drivers concerns the INPUT
key. One method is to use the INPUT key simply as a data available strobe.
The other method uses the INPUT key simi1iar to the SHIFT key on an ASCII
keyboard. However, the second method requires a diode to be connected
between the Data Available line on the hex encoder IC and one of the 1802
flag lines. There are advantages and disadvantages to both methods. First
I'll mention the method that uses the INPUT key as a data available strobe.

Using this method is simple and time consuming. The operator simply
enters a two digit operation and then presses the INPUT key. Entering the
digits 00 through OF will enter ONE hex digit. Entering a byte between 10
and 19 (hex) will generate an abbreviation for a particular monitor command.
The bytes from 1A to 1F will enter a keyboard operation (Backspace, Carraige
Return, etc). Finally, the rest of the bytes will enter the corresponding
ASCII character. The main advantage of this method is that it is possible
to enter ASCII characters (and practice memorizing the ASCII codes!).
The disadvantages of this method are 1) an operation takes between 3 to 4
keystrokes per entry, and 2) the correspondence between the codes and the
desired operation is not clear.

The second method uses the INPUT key as a SHIFT key. To enter a
hex digit, simply push the digit desired. In order to generate a command
or keyboard operation, use the INPUT key as you would the SHIFT key on a
typewriter. First push the INPUT key, then press the key that corresponds
to that command (check Table 1 for the correspondence). Then release the
hex key. Finally, release the SHIFT key. The main advantage of this method
is the ease of entering both hex digits and commands. Using this method, it
is even possible to paste a label for the shifted operation directly above
the hex number on the keypad. However, there are two disadvantages to this
method. The first (and probably the worst) is that there is not any provision
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for entering ASCII characters. Therefore, cassette file names generated by
the SAVE command can only consist of hex digits or a blank. The second .~

disadvantage is that a diode must be connected between the data available pin~
on the hex encoder IC and one of the 1802 flag lines. Since I prefer this
method due to the ease of operation, I didn't mind making the modification.
On my system (a Quest Super Elf), I connected the data available Li ne to an
inverter to give an active low signal. I then connected the output of the
inverter to the flag line by using a diode. Figure 1 shows a schematic of
the modification.

digits for digit for digits for dig it for
method 1 method 2 Function method 1 method 2 Function

00 0 Hex dig it 0 10 INPUT 0 Execute
01 1 Hex dig it 1 11 INPUT 1 Memory Examine
02 2 Hex digit 2 12 INPUT 2 Reg i at.e r Exam.
03 3 Hex dig it 3 13 INPUT 3 Save
04 4 Hex dig it 4 14 INPUT 4 Load
05 5 Hex digit 5 15 INPUT 5 Verify
06 6 Hex dig it 6 16 INPUT 6 Break
07 7 Hex dig it 7 17 INPUT 7 Move
08 8 Hex dig it 8 18 INPUT 8 Fill
09 9 Hex dig it 9 19 INPUT 9 Search
OA A Hex dig itA lA INPUT A Single quote
OB 8 Hex dig it 8 18 INPUT 8 Space
OC C Hex dig it C lC INPUT C Line Feed
00 D Hex dig itO lD INPUT 0 Tab (or HT) eOE E Hex dig it E IE INPUT E Backspace
OF F Hex dig it F IF INPUT F Carraige Return

Table 1
... S

10K

Data Available EFx

Figure 1

As I mentioned earlier, there are a few problems using these drivers
with The Monitor. The first concerns how the screen is displayed. Using these
drivers, the screen is only displayed when the monitor is waiting for some
input from the keypad. Since the monitor spends most of it's time waiting for
input from the operator, this is not a serious problem. This problem is most
noticed while executing the LOAD or VERIFY commands. While these commands are
looking for a file, the screen will be turned off. This is why the kludge at
locations 00A7 through OOAF was inserted. I know this kludge violates every
rule in the book, but the important thing about it is that it works!

The second problem is due to DOTS call ing the hex keypad routine and ..
then waiting for an entry. 8ecause of this, some functions in The Monitor ,.,
will operate differently. For example, the SEARCH command will print a
location and then wait for TWO entries before printing another line. Some
other commands may experience a similiar requirement.
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Another disadvantage of using the 1861 graphics display is that the

TRACE or BREAK commands can not be used. This is because the interrupt line
is needed by the 1861 chip for the display. Make sure that the interrupt

•
i r c ui t r y added for the TRACE routine is disabled. Otherwise, the display
ill not work properly.

Even though using these routines may have some disadvantages, you can't
beat them as FREE I/O drivers! In fact, after using these routines for awhile,
I didn't even notice the quirks. By the way, the hex keypad routines can be
located anywhere in memory. However, make sure that these routines are always
located on an EVEN ADDRESS. This is necessary for proper operation!

Note concerning 'The Text Editor'

I feel that my notation concerning lettering of the page references
needs a bit of explanation. When I wrote The Monitor, I starting lettering
the pages consecutively beginning with the letter I. Any reference to a page
location was shown by an underlined capital letter. Using this method made it
easier locating the page references when relocating the software to another
location. However, after I wrote 'The Text Editor', I realized that this
notation has two serious drawbacks. The most obvious is that somewhere down
the line we are going to run out of letters. The second (and probably the
worst) concerns the lettering of the stack page. When I wrote The Monitor,
I used the letter S to represent the location of the stack page. This raised
a problem while I was writing the editor. Since the letter S represents the
stack page (located anywhere in memory), I had to skip over the letter S while
lettering the pages in the editor. Therefore, the sequence Q, R, T, U, •••

4I[epresent CONSECUTIVE pages. Some members have written wondering why they
couldn't get the editor to work. The common problem was that they skipped a
page of RAM, thinking that the S page (the stack page) came between the pages
labelled Rand T. Therefore, some branches did not work properly.

After seeing the possible confusion raised by this notation. I have
decided to stop labelling page references alphabetically. In future software
packages, I plan on labelling page references by enclosing a HEX number between
angle brackets (i.e., <DC». The pages will be numbered consecutively beginning
with the number zero. There are two exceptions to this rule. First, I will
represent the stack page by <S>. Second, any "don't care" references to a page
will be represented by <XX>. I apologize for any possible confusion caused by
my faulty page notation. (Note: The Monitor will reference pages <00> through
<07> with The Text Editor referencing pages <08> through <OF>.)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----> ENTER AN 1802 CONTEST ! <----

As you've probably noticed by now, 'The Monitor' and 'The Text Editor'
leave a little to be desired in the names department. The object of this
contest is to pick the most imaginative names possible for each of these two
packages. After one month from the date that this issue of IPSO FACTO was
mailed, I will select the names that I feel are the best names for these
packages. The winners (one for each package) will receive FREE a 2716 EPROM

arreprogrammed with the winning software package. Names should be creative,
~riginal, and describe the package as best as possible. To be eligible, entries

should be submitted on a sheet of paper or a notecard. Besides containing your
name and full address (IMPORTANT!), the entries should describe your system
(amount of RAM and ROM, type of peripherals, the software you have, etc). PLEASE
MAIL ALL ENTRIES TO MY NEW ADDRESS! I will send the names of the winners with
the winning names to IPSO hopefully in time for the next issue. Good luck!
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HEX KEYPAD INPUT for 'The Monitor' Method #1

•

<xx> 00
04
OA
OE
OF
11
13
19
lB
20
29
2F
33
39
3B
40
44
48
4C
52
56
SA
60
62
66
6C
71

98 73 88 73
F8 <S> B8 F8 99 A8
08 F6 33 00
6C
3F IE
37 11
FA FO FF 10 3B 29
32 39
FF 00 C8 FC 00
02 64 BF 42 A8 02 B8 9F D5
02 FA OF F9 30 52
FF 3A 3B lB
F8 07 F4 52 30 lB
93 B8
02 FA OF FE 52
FF 14 33 56
F8 72 F4 A8
48 52 88 BF
F8 <S> B8 F8 99 A8
9F 58 30 lB
F6 FC 86 A8
08 52 F8 00 30 4B
32 6C
7E A8 93 B8
08 52 F8 01 30 4B
F8 20 52 30 5C
00

Save the contents of R(8)
Get the flag byte from SYSTEM RAM ~

Test for a three character command ~
Get a byte fr9m the hex keyboard
Exit if INPUT was pressed
Loop if it still is pressed
Test to see if a hex number was entered
No, so test for a command
No, so return the entered byte as is
Restore R(8) and return
Convert the Hex digit to ASCII
Test for a Hex digit greater than 9
Yes, so adjust the ASCII equivalent
The entered digit was a command, so use

as an index into the command table
See if the digit is greater than 9
No, so add to location of command table
Get letter and save address of next

letter in SYSTEM RAM

Digit was greater than 9, so add digit
to control table and get byte

See if the saved address equals zero
No, so index into command table, get

the byte, and store a zero address
Finished sending a command, so now send

a blank character

Byte

72 45 00
74 4D 45
76 52 00
78 53 41
7A 4C 00
7C 56 00
7E 42 52
80 4D 4F
82 46 00
84 53 45

COMMAND TABLE

Function

'E'
'ME'
'R'
'SA'
'L'
'V'
'BR'
, MO'
'F'
'SEw

CONTROL TABLE

Hex digit
pressed

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

86 27
87 20
88 OA
89 09
8A 08
8B OD

'Single quote mark' A
'Space' B
'Line Feed' C
'HT (or TAB) , D
'Backspace' E
'Carraige return' F

SYSTEM DEPENDENT LOCATIONS

<XX> OE - 6C
<XX> OF - 3F
<XX> 11 - 37
<XX> 21 - 64

Input port that receives a byte from the
INPUT key flag line

" " " "
Output port that drives the hex display

keypad
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HEX KEYPAD INPUT for 'The Monitor' Method #2

<xx>

•
00
04
OA
OE
10
12
18
1B
IF
23
28
2D
2F
38
3A
3F
44
48
4E
52
56
5C
5E
62
68
6D

98 73 88 73
F8 <S> B8 F8 99 A8
08 F6 33 5C
3E 26
36 10
6C FA OF 52 37 38
F9 30 52
FF 3A 3B 23
F8 07 F4 52
FF 00 C8 FC 00
02 FB OD 3A 2F
37 2D
02 64 BF 42 A8 02 B8 9F D5
93 B8
F8 OA F5 33 52
02 FE FC 6E A8
48 52 88 BF
F8 <S> B8 F8 99 A8
9F 58 30 23
02 FC 78 A8
08 52 F8 00 30 47
32 68
7E A8 93 B8
08 52 F8 01 30 47
F8 20 52 30 58
00

Save R(8)
Get flag byte from SYSTEM RAM
Test for a three character command
Exit if a digit has not been pressed
Loop if it is still being pressed
Get the byte from the keypad
Convert the hex digit to ASCII
Test for a digit greater than 9
It is# so adjust the ASCII equivalent

Is the character a CR?
Yes, so loop while INPUT is pressed
Return the ASCII char. and restore R(8)

See if the hex digit is greater than 9
No, so index into the command table
Get character and save address of next

character in SYSTEM RAM

Hex digit was greater than 9, so index
into control table and get char.

See if the saved address equals zero
No, so index into command table, get

char., and save a zero address
Pad the command with a trailing blank

COMMAND TABLE
Hex digit

Byte Function pressed

6E 45 00 'E' 0
70 4D 45 'ME' 1
72 52 00 'R' 2
74 53 41 'SA' 3
76 4C 00 ' L ' 4
78 56 00 'V' 5
7A 42 52 'BR' 6
7C 4D 4F 'MO' 7
7E 46 00 'F' 8
80 53 45 'SE' 9

CONTROL TABLE

82 27 's ing Le quote mark' A
83 20 ' Space' B
84 OA 'Line Feed' C
85 09 'HT (or TAB)' D
86 08 ' Backspace' E
87 OD 'Carraige return' F

SYSTEM DEPENDENT LOCATIONS

_XX> OE 3E - Digit pressed strobe to EF3
<XX> 10 36 - " " " " "
<XX> 12 6C - Input port that receives a byte from the hex keypad
<XX> 16 37 - INPUT key to EF4
<XX> 2D 37 - " " " "
<XX> 30 64 - Output port that sends a byte to the hex readout
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'DOTS' MODIFICATIONS

(* These routines must be loaded at the address shown! *)

Continue on through DOTS

007A
7B
7F
83
87
8B

008C
92
94

009A
9D
AO
A2

00A4
A7
AC
BO
B4
B8
BB
BF
C3

00C9
CF
D3
D7
DB
DF
E3
E7
ED
EF

0130
35
39
3C

B9
42 AA 42 BA
42 AD 42 BD
42 AE 42 BE
42 AF 02 BF
D5

F8 02 B1 F8 C8 Al
34 92
61 22 9F E3 70 D5

D4 00 8C
D4 <xx> 00
3B 9D
30 C3

D4 00 C9
12 12 02 22 22
FB <06> 3A C3
9F D4 00 8C
9F 73 8F 52
F8 60 BF
2F 9F 3A BB
42 AF 02 BF
62 22 9F E3 71 D5

FA 7F BF 73 8F 73
9E 73 8E 73
9D 73 8D 73
9A 73 8A 73
99 73 89 73
98 73 88 73
97 73 87 73
93 BD B7 F8 68 A7
9F AE

12 42 A7 42 B7
42 A8 42 B8
42 A9 42
CO 00 7A

Finish restoring the registers used by DOTS tit,

/* TV ON */
Initirize interrupt pointer
Loop while EF1 is high
Turn on the 1861

/* INPUT */ (INPUT VECTOR SHOULD POINT HERE)
Call TV ON
Call one of the hex keypad routines
Wait for an entry

/~ OUTPUT */ (OUTPUT VECTOR SHOULD POINT HERE)
Call TVD
Get high address of caller routine
See if it equals page <06> of The Monitor
Yes, so display the line for a brief

period of time

Turn off the display and return

/* TVD */
Save the registers used by DOTS

Initi1ize GETZ Program Counter
Put character to be displayed in R(E).O

Restore the registers used by DOTS

SYSTEM DEPENDENT LOCATIONS

0092 34 - Display status from the 1861 to EF1
0094 61 - Port to turn on the 1861
00C3 62 - Port to turn off the 1861
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SOLVING THE SCHROEDINGER EQUATION WITH THE SUPER ELF
- by Phillip B. Liescheski III, 5722 Nina Lee Lane, Houston, TX, USA

77092

+

EIGEN2 is a program written in Quest Super BASIC VJ.O which is
capable of approximating numerically the first two solutions of the
Schroedinger Equation. The Schroedinger equation for an electron in
one dimension can be expressed as:

- h"A et'l.
f(x)

~ ",:z. P\ dx"
where h is Planck's constant; m is the mass of the electron;~(x)
is a function which describes the state of the electron; V(x) is
the potential energy function of the electron and E is the electron's
total energy value. E is a constant number while ~ and V are
functions with respects to the position x. This formula is the
fundamental postulate and equation in quantum mechanics. It is ana
logous to Newton's laws of motion which are fundamental to classical
mechanics. It is used to determine the state and energy of a sub
atomic system such as an electron in an atom. The main purpose of
this program is to show that the Super Elf is capable of solving
equations as complex as the Schroedin~er equation.

Before describing the actual program, a brief and intuitive
discussion of quantum mechanics should be given. Quantum mechanics
is a branch of physics which formally began in the early 1920's.
It resulted from the failure of classical mechanics in explaining
atomic and subatomic phenomena. During the turn of the century,
classical mechanics was incapable of explaining blackbody radiation
and the photoelectric effect. Max Planck was able to explain black
body radiation when he assumed that the energy of light is quantized.
Albert Einstein could explain the photoelectric' effect by describing
light in terms of particles or pnotons. Before this, light had been
definitely proven to be a wave. Now it had to be also conyidered as
particles. This started the famous wave-particle dilemma.

In 1924, Louis DeBroglie extended the wave-particle dualism of
light to atomic particles such as the electron. He reasoned that if
light can behave asa particle under certain conditions then particles
in general should exhibit a wave nature under certain conditions.
In developing a mathematical connection between waves and particles,
one should first 'consider the energy of a photon. According to
Einstein, the energy of a photon can be expressed in terms of its
mass:

2K=mc

where m is the mass of the photon and c is the velocity of light.
According to Planck, this energy can also be expressed in terms of
frequency:

E=h"V

where h is Planck's constant and·~ is the frequency of the light.
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According to classical wave theory,~~=c, so the expression can be
rewritten in terms of wavelenght~:

E=hc/r.-

Since both equations explain the same energy quantity, they can be
equated:

2mc =hc/r.-

Upon simplification, one obtains the relationship:

mC=h/"-

This relationship as derived is only legitimate for the photon.
DeBroglie assumed that it could be extended to all particles by
sUbstituting c with the actual velocity v of the particle:

mV::::h/~

This relationship is known as the DeBroglie's equation. It relates
a wavelenght to a particle according to its momentum (mv). In the
year 1927, Clinton Davisson and Lester Germer provided experimental
support for this expression by observing the diffraction of an
electron beam with a crystal of nickel. It should be noted that since
Planck's constant (h=o.o6262E-)) JOUle/sec) is very small, the
wavelenght of particles ~in the macroscopic (ordinary) world cannot
be measured.

Two basic assumptions in quantum mechanics are: 1) the state
of a system can be totally described by a mathematical function,
and 2) all of the information concerning the system can be at least
theoretically obtained from thi's function through mathematical means.
In classical mechanics, the state of a system is determined by the
values of its position, momentum, time, total energy, etc. In quantum
mechanics, the state of a system is totally determined by a single
mathematical function. This function is known as the state function 'f.
This state function is responsible for giving light and the electron
their dual wave-part~cl~ nature. For this reason, it is also called
the wave function 'f.

Since the state of an electron is entirely expressed in terms of
its state function~ and information such as its total energy E can
be extracted from ~ through mathematical means, one should be able
to derive an equation to determine its energy for a particular
case. In this particular case, the state function for the electron is
taken to be:

tf =sin l1T x
)..

,.
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Since kinetic energy is related to momentum and momentum is related
to wavelenght according to DeBroglie's equation, the wavelenght of
the state function must be well defined in order to obtain a value
for energy. The sine function has a well defined wavelenght. For this
reason, the sine function is a good state function for this particular
case. The factor 2~/~ is merely a conversion factor that converts
displacement (distance) into radians. The distance covered by one
wavelenght is equivalent to 2~ radians.

According to classical mechanics. the kinetic energy of a
particle can be expressed as:

2Ek=!mv

where m is the mass of the particle and v is its velocity. In terms
of momentum (mv), it may be rewritten as:

Ek= (mv)2
2m

According to DeBroglie's equation, the kinetic energy Ek is related
to wavelenght according to the expression:

2
Ek=_h::.:....::--

2m~2

Upon solving for A2 , one obtains the relationship:

"A2
= h

2

2m Ek
This expression relates the kinetic energy of an electron to its
cODresponding wavelenght.

The next step is to find a mathematical method of extracting the
wavelenght ~ from the state function~. From mathematical intuition,
it is apparent that this can be accomplished through taking the second
derivative of the state function:

4" '-"If - t.i'tt1 . ~1r·--sin-x:: Sl.n-x
J)/I.~).. A.2. (\..

This expression results from applying the formal rUle~hof different
iation of the sine function and the chain rule. Since r=sin(2~/A)X.
one can rewrite the expression in a more convenient form:

d1. 'f = -Lj1't'~ UJ
d)(:t A'J.. T

Now it has been shown that ~2 is related to the kinetic energy of the
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electron, so with this it follows that:

•
Upon solving for Ek, one obtains:

_h
2

• L._ ~ = Ek f
81fm dy.:t

Once again from classical mechanics, the total energy E is expressed
as the sum of the kinetic energy Ek and potential energy Va

E= Ek + V

Upon rearrangement, one has:

Upon sUbstitution, one has:
~ 11

- h .L- 'f = (E-V) f
<b Jt12.f\'\ J ..,.'J..

or:

- h~ J"1. y; + V f = E 'f
~'fC~~ al"","J.

"This equation is very similar to the Schroedinger equation. Since
it has been derived for a particular case, the above derivation is
by no means a proof for this famous equation. The Schroedinger
equation is assumed to apply to all systems and cases. For this reason,
it is merely treated as a postulate. Like the DeBroglie's equation,
it is heavily supported by experimental results. 4

Bef~r.e leaving this discussion, the importance of the state
function~ must be stressed. In 1925, Born recognized that the square
of the state function,~2(x), reflects the chances or probability of
observing the system or the electron at some position x. Once again,
the light analogy can be applied in order to discover the relationship
between the state function and the probability of observing an
electron. According to classical wave theory, the intensity I for
light is proportional to the square of the wave's amplitude. Since
for light the state function ~ is a wave function which directly
determines the amplitude of the light wave, one can express a

•
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relationship between the intensity I and the state function ~ as:

I c:{, If2

According to the photon model, the intensity of light is proportional
to the probability P of observing or seeing a photon. If the
probability P of observing a photon in some area is large then the
number of photons which will strike this area will be large. From
this, it is apparent that the beam of light will be intense or
bright at this area. In mathematical terms, this fact can be expressed
aSI

I c( P

Since the intensity I is the same according to both theories, the
two relationships can be combined to form the expression:

P~'f

By this, it is apparent that the probability of observing a photon
is proportional to the square of its state function. For particles
such as the electron, it is assumed that this relationship will also
apply. The function~2 is usually called the probability density
function. It reflects the region of space which the particle will
most likely occupy. For this reason, the state function is also termed
as the proba~ilistic wave function. Since waves require sQme medium ~

in order to propagate, the medium in which the state or wave function T
propagates is the probability of observing the system. This at first
appears very abstract since most familiar waves tend to propagate
in a more tangible medium such as soynd waves in air. Eventhough. it
seems abstract; it works very well. ~ It is realized that the above
discussion is very brief and probably totally incoherent. For those
who are interested in pursuing this topic, the references in the
footnotes are considered to be excellent textbooks on this subject.

In solving the Schroedinger equation, one is interested in find
ing a function for ~ which satisfies the conditions set by the
differential operator and the potential energy term. There are
different solutions for different potential energy functions. Solving
this equation is similar to solving any differential equation; however,
this is a special equation known as an eigenvalue expression. This
eigenvalue equation can only have solutions for certain values of E.
The set of'total energy values in which the equation has solutions
is usually infinite in size but discrete in distribution. This is
the reason for the quantization of the energy of light. Finally
since both the state function~ and the total energy value E must be
determined in order to solve the Schroedinger equation, the ana~ytic

solution for this equation is very difficult and thus can only be
solved for a few simple cases •. The arbitrary nature of the potential
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energy term Vex) also makes this equation difficult to solve. For
this reason, numerical methods must be used in order to approximate
its solutions for more complex potential energy fields. The program
EIGEN2 attempts to solve the Schroedinger equation by numerical
methods.

The first major problem encountered in the development of this
program is to convert the Schroedinger equation to a form that can
be solved numerically. In other words. the state function ~ will be
represented as a vector rather than by an analytic function. In the
first step, the constants are gathered together in order to simplify
the appearance of the equation. By letting q= h~/8~~m, one obtains
the equation:

J"
-q -'f( x) + V(xPP (x ) :: E'f (x)

J~~

From numerical analysis. the second derivative of a function f at
a can be numerically approximated by the expression:

•

where 1 is the lenght of the increment in which the second derivative
of f is being approximated. This formula results from the definition
of the derivative. With this approximation, the differential equation
reduces to the difference equation:

-q [ 'f i-1 -2~~ +'1' i+1 ] + vi..pi ~ E'I'i

where '/J i is merely the value of the state function'-/; at position i,
while Vi is the value of the electron's potential energy at the same
position. By letting Q = q / 1 , the difference equation can be
rewritten as:

-Q~i-i + (2Q+Vi) "Pi - Q'P i +i :: E'/\

~f(X)
Jy.~

~

x=a
fCa-i) - 2f(a) + f(a+i)

12

•

Ore may. find the approximating vector for~ whose components are
'fa ,f,., 'f3 ' •••f" by developing a system of equations which are based
upon the above general difference equation. For simplicity, only
a three-equation system will be considered. From the above equation,
one can obtain the linear system:

-Qf 0 + (2Q+Vi) \f 1 Q'f2 = E 'fi
-Q'f i + (2Q+V2)lf'2 Q"P J :: EYJ 2
-Qt.f 2 + (2Q+VJ ) "P J Q'I' 4 = E t J
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Since the solution of the Schroedinger eqaution is a boundary-value
problem, one must know the boundary conditions in order to be able
to solve the problem. In this particular case, the electron is
confined in a one-dimensional container. Since the electron behaves
as a wave, in this particular situation it acts as though it were a
standing wave. For this reason, the value of its state or wave
function must be zero at the boundaries. With this, the boundary
conditions are taken to bea

and

Applying these boundary conditions, the linear system reduces to the
forma

(2Q+V l) Lf 1 Q '/J 2 ::: E \.f1
-Q'of + (2Q+V2}..p 2 Q'P J

::: E "P 21
-Q'f 2 + (2Q+VJ) 'P J = E'P J

In this form, the system can be solved. By using vector notation,
the linear system can be expressed asa

2Q+V1
-Q
o

-Q
2Q+V2
-Q

o
-Q

2Q+VJ

With this, the Schroedinger equation is in a form that can be solved
numerically by a computer such as the Super Elf.

The second problem is to choose an algorithm which can solve the
approximating linear system. In doing this, the form of the linear
sys~em must be investigjlted. To do this, one can denote the matrix
by H and the vector by ~ • With this the system can be rewritten in
the condensed forma

This eXRression is a sp~cial type of equation, since multiplying the
vectorW by the matrixlf results in the same vector as scaling the
vector'P with the value E. Equation.§. of this nature are known as
eigenvalue expr~ssions. The vector ~ is special and said to be an
eigenvector of lie E is its corresponding eigenvalue. The eigenvectors
~nd their corresponding eigenvalues are characteristic to the matrix
~. With this fact, the problem can be solved by implementing an
algorithm which can find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for a
matrix.
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A popular algorithm for finding an eigenvector is the power
method. In this method, some arbitrary vector is multiplied by the
matrix. In this program, the arbitrary vector is a vector whose
components are ones. The resulting product vector is normalized
by dividing each component by the largest component in that vector,
and the normalized vector replaces the arbitrary vector. The value
of the largest component is an approximation to the dominate
eigenvalue, while the normalized vector is an approximation to its
corresponding eigenvector. The approximating eigenvector is multi
plied by the matrix, and the above procedure is continued until the
improvement of the resulting eigenvalue is negligible. With this,
the iterative process is discontinued, and the dominate eigenvalue
has been found. For those who are interested, the theory behind the
power methQd can usually be found in any textbook on numerical
analysis. 6

In the power method, the dominate eigenvalue for the matrix 1s
determined; however, in the solution 0A the Schroedinger equation,
the minimum eigenvalue for the matrix H is the~one which is sought.
To solve this problem, one inverts the matrix H and determines the
dominate eigenvalue for the inverse. The eigenvalues for a matrix
are equal to the reciprocals of the eigenvalues for its inverse.
In other words, the minimum eigenvalue for a matrix is equal to the
reciprocal of the dominate eigenvalue for it~ inverse. 7 The
resulting mJnimum eigenvector needs no modifications. In this program
the matrix1r is inverted by the exchange method. ~ By applying the
power method to its inv~seit-I , the product vector converges onto
the desired eigenvector~ and its scalar converges onto the recipro
cal of the minimum total energy value E.

A problem with the power method is that it can only find one
eigenvalue. In order to obtain the next eigenvalue and eigenvector
(§tate function), A matrix reduction algorithm is used. In this
menod, the matrix H-I is reduced from a N by N matrix to a N-l bX N-l
matrix. In the reduction, the information that is contained in ~-I
concerning its original dominate eigenvalue is removed, so the next
dominate eigenvalue can be determined. Since the resulting eigenvector
has the dimensions N-l, this vector is not a true eigenvector for
the original matrix. However, for large values of N, this approx
imation is very goo~ The reduction is accomplish!d first by sub
tracting the matrix H-'with the matrix1r. Matrix1S is obtained by:

~ ~~

B=~r
~ A ~

where the vector r is thJl first row of the matrix H- l ,while ~ is the
dominate eigenvector of H-I which has been scaled in such a way that
its first component has the~value one. In order to obtain a matrix
as the product, -1he vector r is represented as a row vector, while
the eigenvector ~ is represented as a column vector. The usual rules
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for matrix multiplication are applied. After the subtraction. the
first row and first column of the new matrix are removed, thus
reducing it to a N-l by N-l matrix. The power method is than applied
to the reduced matrix in the usual manner.9

A subtle but major problem is to select a proper system of
units in which the values for the physical constants are within the
limits of the BASIC interpreter. Also, if possible. this system
of units should simplify the arithmetic. Luckily there is such a
system of units which is known as the atomic unit system. In this
system. the values for Planck's constant h. the mass of the electron
m and the charge of the electron e are arbitrarily taken to be:

h ::: 2Jtr"
m = 1
e = 1

With this assignment, the Schroedinger equation reduces to:
~ .L ~-tJ;"r (x) + Vex) r (x) = E T (x)

Also in this system, the unit length is the bohr radius (0.529 A).
For this reason, the unit for length is called the bohr. The unit
for energy is called the hartree. One hartree is equivalent to
27.21 electron-volts. This system of units keeps~the n11mbersin'the
calculation close to unity, thus reducing computation errors.

The most interesting solution is the case of the electron in
a hydrogen atom. The potential energy function is merely the
potential energy equation for an electrostatic fieldl

Vex) = -

where~ois the dielectric constant for a vacuum. In the atomic unit
(AU) system, the function can be written as:

Vex) = -t/x

or in BASIC as:

v(R) = -1/;L / R

where L is the length of the increment, and R is an index variable
that is used in this program. Since negative values seem to give
the power method some problems, a positive constant K is placed into
the function:

VCR) = K - 1 / L / R
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In this example run, the value for K is chosen to be three.
According to the literature concerning Bohr's classic treat

ment of the hydrogen atom, the first electron orbital has an
energy of -i hartrees, while the energy of the second electron
orbital is -1/8 hartrees. 10 In this particular run, the Hamilitonian
matrix has the dimensions I 18 by 18, the convergence tolerance is
set to 1.0 E -5 and the bond length (containment limits) is 7.0
bohrs. The potential energy function that is used iSI

VCR) = 3 - 1 / R / L

The energy for the first eigenstate is calculated to be 2.516
hartrees, while the energy for the second eigenstate is 2.951
hartrees. In order to keep the eigenvalues positive so that the
power method will not fail, three hartrees of energy are added into
the potential energy function. For this reason, the actual calculated
energy for the first eigenstate is -.484 (=29516~3) hartrees, while
for the second eigenstate, it is -.049 (=?y9~1~J) hartrees. According
to the above mentioned literature values, the first energy has an
error of 3.2%, while the error for the second energy is 61%. The
large error in the second energy may be the result of a too small
bond length (containment limits). Better results can be obtained
with larger bond lengths and matrix dimensions; however, more time
is required for the calculations. Finally, the probability density
distribution for the first eigenstate shows a maximum at about one
bohr which is to be expected. The density distribution for the
second eigenstate shows two maximums with one before the bohr radius
and the other at four bohrs which are also to be expected. These
electron probability density distributions represent respectivily
the electron radial distribution functions for the ls and 2s
hydrogen orbitals. It should be noted that the probability values are
not absolute but relative values since the psi functions are not
normalized by the program. The execution time for this particular
run is about two hours.

Other interesting cases are the harmonic oscillator and the
electron-in-the-box. The potential energy function for the harmonic
oscillator is a simple parabolic function. This parabolic function
can be written in BASIC aSI

VCR) = (N/2+.5-R)*(N/2+.5-R)

Any simple parabolic function of the form Kx2 will work. The potent
ial energy function for the electron-in-the-box iSI

VCR) = 0

This program should be able to solve a wide variety of cases for an
electron.
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The Schroedinger equation is a difficult but interesting
equation to solve. Some of its solutions can be very strange. For
example, the harmonic oscillator demonstrates the tunneling effect
which is totally non-classical and the basis for the tunnel diode. 11
It is hoped that this paper will spark some interest in quantum
mechanics and demonstrate the "number-crunching" power of the Super
Elf.
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,1 ~u" ••
2 R~M •• ~lGlH2A • 1802 5UP~R KASIC
3 HEM ** Phillip B. LieschesKi III * 5-24-ijl
4 R~M **
~ REM ** A program which numerically solves the SChroed1n;er
& REM ** equation in dtomic units
7 REM **
8 N=7: T=. U':-05
9 DIM H(N,N),ICNLN>,V(N),ECN),P(N)
10 INPUT COMMENTS: A$
15 INPUT "BOND L~NGHT CBOHRS)=" L
20 L=L/CN+l)
25 Q:.5/L/L
27 ~EM **
28 REM ** Set-up Hamilitonian matrix
29 REM **
30 PR "ENT~R POT~NTIAL ENERGY (HARTREES):"
32 FOR k=l TO N
35 fOR C=l TO N

:g ~~CC~~=¥HEN H(C,R)=2*a
41 IF ABS(C-R)=l THEN HCC,R)=-Q •
50 NEXT C
S5 REM *
60 REM * Potential energy 1s introduced to Hamilitonian
05 PH "V(";R*L;")=";
10 INPUT VCR)
80 H(R,R)=H(R,R)+V(R)
bS NEXT R
81 REM **
~ij REM ** Invert Hamilltonlan matrix
89 KEM **
90 GOSUB 900
92 REM **
93 REM ** Find first eigenvalue and eigenstate
94 RF~M **
95 GOSUB 700
91 REM **
98 REM ** Print tirst solution
99 REM **
100 PH "SULUTIONS OF THE SCHROEDINGER EUUATION"
102 Pk A$:PR
lOS PH:PR "FIRST EIGENSTATE:"
110 GOSUB 400
115 INPUT A$
120 REM **
121 R~M ** Reduce matrix 1n order to find second eigenstate
122 REM **
150 FOR C=1 TO N
160 FOR R=N TO 0 STEP -1
110 HCR

fC)=H(R,C)-E(R)/F.(l)*H(l,C)180 NEX R
190 NEXT C
200 REM *
201 REM * Reduce the dimensions of the matrix
205 N=N-l
210 FOR C=1 TO N
220 FOR R=l TO N
230 HlR,C):HCR+1,C+l)
240 NJi;XT R
250 NEXT C
253 REM **
254 kEM ** Find second eigenvalue and eigenstate
255 REM **
260 GOSUH 100
210 N=N+1
290 FOH C=N TU 1 STEP -1
300 l:";lC)=ECC-1)
320 Nt:XT C
330 E(1)=O
340 Rt:M **
341 REM ** Print second solution
342 REM **
350 PR~PR "S~COND EIGENSTATE:"
360 GOSU8 400
310 END
400 REM **
405 REM ** Results printing subroutine
410 REM ** •
420 PRzPR "TOTAL ENERGY:-, liE e"HARTREES"
430 PR:PR "LOC" "P.E.","PSI","D~NSITY"
440 FOR R=l ro N

•.



4~0
4bO
470
,*80
700
'101
702
103
104
705
70b
101
710
111
712
115
720
125
730
135
737
738
740
745
750
155
765
770
790
792
795
799
900
901
902
903
905
910
915
910
925
930
935
940
945
950
955
960
965
970
975
980
985
999
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P~ R*L,V(R),E(R),E(R)*E(R)
NI':X'f R
PH
RETURN
REM **REM ** Eiqenvalue sUbroutine by Power method
REM **
E=O
Rl!:M *
REM * Set-up Initial approximation vector
FOR R=l '1'0 N
r.:(R)=1:P(R)=O
NI:;XT R
REM *
R~M * Multiply approximation vector by Hamll1tonlan matrix
f'OR R=1 TO N
FOR C=l TO N
~~~~=~(C,R)*ECC)+PCR) a"
NEXT R '. ",
REM * '
REM * Check if Improvem ' Is ne q Le c t Le Le
O=E:E-O
FOR R=1 TO 'N
IF l!:<A8SCPCR» THEN E=ABSCPCR»
NEXT R
FOR R=1 TO N
E(R)=(1/E)*P(R):PCR)=0
NEXT R
PH lIE
IF ABS(D-E»T GOTU 715
RETURN
REM **
REM ** Matrix inverting subroutine hy pivot method
REM **FOR A=1 TO N
FOR R=1 TO N
FOR C=1 TO N
If' C<>A (iOTO 9.30
IF R=A THEN ICA,A)=1/H(A LA): GOTO 945
!CC/.R)=H(CLR)/H(A,A): GOTO 945
IF ~<>A GOTO 940
l(C,R)--H~~~)/H(AtA): GOTO 945
~~~fRt=HC.... -H(C'A)*HCA,R)/HCA,A)
NEXT R .
FOR R=1 TO N
"'OR C=1 TO N
HCCLR)=lCC,R)
tH::X',l' C
NEXT R
NEXT A
RE.'fURN
END

.' -
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SOLUTIONS or THE SCHROEDINGER ~QUATION
H¥UROGI:':N ATOM

FIRST ~lGENSTATE: •DENSITY
0.4698774
0.9139302
1.0000000
0.8646173
0.6571000
0.4602632
0.3047162
0.1935375
0.1190319
0.0713050
0.0417381
0.0238891
0.0133347
0.0072021
0.0036967
0.0017324
0.0006711
0.0001539

PSI
0.6854760
0.9559970
1.0000000
0.929ij480
0.8106170
0.6784270
0.5520110
0.4399290
0.3450100
0.2670300
0.2042990
0.1545610
0.1154760
0.0848650
0.060~003
0.0416217
0.0259047
0.0124069

P E
O.~857141
1.64285'11
2.0952380
2.3214285
2.45"11428
2.5476191
2.6122448
2.6607144

2.
698it1

.2.7285. .
2.753
2.773 ..
2.79120 7
2.8061225
2.8190477
2.8303571
2.8403361
2.8492064

TOTAL E~ERGY= 2.5157499 HARTREE5

LOC
0.3684210
0.7368421
1.1052631
1.4736842
1.8421053
2.2105262
2.5789473
2.9473684
3.3157895
3.6842105
4.0526314
4.4210525
4.7894735
5.1578946
5.5263157
5.8~47368
6.2631578
6.6315789

SECOND ~lGENSTATE:

TOTAL E~ERGY= 2.9509799

LOC P.E
0.3684210 0.2857141
0.7368421 1.6428571
1.1052631 2.0952380
1.4736842 2.3214285
1.8421053 2.4571428
2.~105262 2.5476191
2.5789473 2.6122448
2.9413684 2.6607144
3.3157895 2.6984127
3.6842105 2.7285114
4.0526314 2.7532468
4.4210525 2.773ij094
4.7894735 2.7912087
5.1578946 2.8061225
5.5263157 2.8190477
~.8947368 2.8303571
6.2631578 ~.840l361
6.6315789 2.8492064

HARTREES

PSI
0.0000000

-0.6502980
-0.5604240
-0.3397670
-0.0609741

0.2255260
0.4864550
0.701577.·...0.860.n •
0.959366
1.0000000
0.9869560
0.9268620
().8273210
0.6962040
0.5411610
0.3693120
0.1870560

DENSITY
0.0000000
0.4228875
0.3140750
0.1154416
0.0037178
0.0508620
0.2366385
0.4922103
0.1402400
0.9203832
1.0000000
0.9740f422
0.8590132
0.6844600
0.4847000
0.2928552
0.1363913
0.0349899
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